This paper aims at analysing the rise of innovative and experimental poetics within the American poetic grounds and the factors that remain extremely influential in establishing an alternate poetic culture that emerged with the rise of modernism within poetic circles. With influential and significant American poetic voices like Ezra Pound, T.S. Eliot and innovative women poets like Gertrude Stein popularising the use of 'experimental' techniques within the processes of poetic construction, the American poetic culture witnessed the rapid growth of an alternate realm of poetic activity that particularly gained significant recognition in the post-war era. This paper attempts to present an overview of the various post-war poetic groupings that contributed to the establishment of an experimental tradition within contemporary American poetics.
With a long history that dates back to antiquity, the poetic genre exhibits a complex diversity of subcategories that often remain specific to particular cultures and their inherent manifestations. Many of such poetic forms have particular practitioners that popularise the unique features of their poetics that often serves to promote as well as propagate their ideological inclinations. But with the ever increasing purview of the globalised networks, almost all forms of poetic creations have grown in their scope as well as recognition with many new poetic groups appearing on international grounds. With increased ease of transcontinental interactions, particular movements emerging within specific national boundaries have witnessed expansion with other continents also experiencing similar poetic resonances.
However, the process of poetic creation and its interpretation does not remain a universally defined phenomenon with any singular definition qualifying for all poetic forms.
With the literary criticism regarding the nature of poetry being manifold across the ages, the study of poetry has always remained closely associated to its aesthetics of creation. The literary, cultural or political movements taking place at regional, national or international levels also exhibit a significant impact on the contemporary poetics and its propagation amongst the masses. Thus, an understanding of the social and historical conditions of a particular time period remains crucial to the study of any poetic movement.
The development as well as the evolution of the American poetic discourse in the wake of the modernist movement remains significant for a simultaneous growth of a mainstream as well as an alternate poetic tradition that emerged with the progression of the www.ijellh.com poetic works, the later half of the century also witnessed the rise of many poetic groups and schools that developed upon this tradition.
One of the most popular American poetic groupings that became dominant in the years that succeeded the Second World War remains the 'Beat Generation.' Though emerging as a small group of poets, the movement around the Beat poetry gained significant attention within both the literary and the cultural realms. Having radical social and political leanings, the Beat poets stood apart from the mainstream poetic circles and popularised a new poetics of their own, as noted below:
The end of World War II left poets like Allen Ginsberg, Gary Snyder, American poetic tradition that was taking a strong hold in the post-war era.
The Beat poets also remained closely associated with the contemporary activities of the San Francisco Renaissance, a literary and art movement that dominated the San Francisco Bay Area towards the end of World War II and encapsulated another significant poetic The New York School thus also remained a significant post-war group of poets that composed poetry in innovative forms. However, the most significant literary document to legitimise these post-war poetic groupings that appeared in the second half of the twentieth century is The New American Poetry, 1945 Poetry, -1960 With the mimeograph machine providing a direct access to the means of publication to these poets, the succeeding decades of the 1970s and 1980s saw the appearance of another poetic school that remains one of the most prolific of its kind. American poetry, the movement surrounding their poetry and poetics remains a landmark within experimental literature that succeeded the earlier post-war groupings.
Thus, all the above discussed poetic schools, though subject to debates regarding their constitutions and defining poetics, remain significant in their contribution to an alternate poetic tradition that is marked by its rejection of the traditional modes of poetic constructions and an exploration of the possibilities offered by innovative methodologies. Developing an avant-garde poetics arising out of the modernist claims of novelty and innovation, the experimental trends in post-war American poetry remain important for their dynamic usage of the poetic medium in diverse forms and stand exemplary for the innovative potentials within the contemporary experimental literature.
